
BARNSLEY TENNIS CLUB – SECTION 106 CASE STUDY 

Barnsley Tennis Club was a four court Club which was surrounded by agricultural land and which we 

knew would in time be built upon. It did not come as a surprise therefore when we were asked by 

the landowner to support his application for housing. In return for our support we were told that our 

Club would benefit and that a parcel of land for expansion would be provided. We were delighted at 

the prospect. 

Having lent our support for the application we were pleased when the landowner was granted 

planning consent for over 300 houses to be built. However, it soon became apparent that the builder 

had not earmarked any land for the Club. Accordingly, we were faced with the prospect of being 

“landlocked” with no potential for future expansion.  

We were disappointed with what had happened and faced with this dilemma we made 

representations to both the landowner and builder but without success. Despite this setback we did 

not give up and were aware that funds provided by the builder to the Council for local amenities and 

infrastructure (section 106) could possibly be used to expand and improve our facilities. To achieve 

this, we would need to convince Barnsley Council of our vision for tennis in Barnsley along with the 

subsequent benefits for the town. 

Having decided our strategy the Clubs Committee went into “lobby mode” which involved making 

representations to our MP, local Councillors, Council officials and Planners etc. We explained that we 

were the only Tennis Club in Barnsley and that with no public tennis courts to speak of that Barnsley 

faced the prospect of having just 4 tennis courts serving a population of around 250,000 people. We 

explained that once “landlocked by houses” we no longer had the capability to expand our facilities 

and therefore It was now or never. 

During several face to face meetings we explained how an expanded tennis Club would benefit the 

town particularly from a social, community and health perspective. Feedback from Barnsley Council 

was positive, and we were asked to produce a Business Case which would underpin our bid for 

Section 106 funding. With the help of the LTA Regional Team we produced a strong Business Case 

with increased participation and junior development at its core. We were delighted when it was 

accepted. 

Barnsley Council then took the lead and arranged meetings with the builder to explore our 

requirements. The meetings were at times difficult but in the end an agreement was reached for the 

builder to build 3 floodlit macadam courts which on completion would be transferred to Barnsley 

Council under Section 106 provisions. Barnsley Council would then transfer the courts to Barnsley 

Tennis Club via a lengthy lease at no cost to the Club. The Club were delighted with this outcome. 

The building of the courts was outsourced to a tennis court builder and whilst we were frustrated 

with the time taken to complete the project, we were nevertheless delighted with the outcome. The 

cost of this facility was in the region of almost half a million pounds and therefore without Section 

106 funding this would not have been possible. 

Much was learned from this process and our advice to Clubs is that if there is house building taking 

place locally then there may be an opportunity to benefit.  

 

 

 



OPTIONAL IF YOU WANT TO ADD? 

We feel the following was key to our success: 

1 Identifying the opportunity Section 106 offers and reacting quickly to it.  

2 Having a clear vision of what we wanted to achieve and how we would achieve it. 

3 Speaking to the right people (in our case our MP, Councillors, BMBC Officials and Planners) and 

persuading them of the benefits of our vision. 

4 Being able to demonstrate a commitment to increased participation and affordable membership 

and coaching fees.  

5 Producing a Business case which explained the benefits to the community and how we would 

deliver those benefits. 

6 Working in close partnership with Barnsley Council who were supportive throughout. 

7 Being prepared for bumps in the road and lots of hard work in responding to requests for 

information.  

8 Recognising that as a third party to the agreement (section 106 was an agreement between the 

builder and Council) some frustrations would be inevitable. We accepted this and kept focused on 

the result which we knew would be well worth it! 

  

   


